< Ψ >, < ρ > -measure the energy flow around jet axis; sensitive to parton nature of the jet
• close to jet axis → soft gluon emission effects (e.g. Dead Cone Effect)
• far from jet axis → large angles gluon emission (perturbative calculations) < n subjets > -the jet internal structure → partonic image description (depending on y cut ) → 'partonic' subjets (subjets ↔ partons) ⇒ α s • high y cut ∼ 1 → the jet itself (one of the charm quarks from boson gluon fusion)
•this analysis: let y cut free until 2 subjets only are found: a quark and a soft gluon subjet • the QCD model describes the Data very well • the behavior of α 0 < E Jet > is different for the two types of jets • at low E OtherJet one observes in MC -worse charm-jet correlation than for D * Jet -'wrong' jets (from 'hard' gluons and uds quarks)
• the value of α 0 < E Jet > is similar with the one at Parton level in MC HOWEVER:
• how relevant is it that α 0 < E Jet > is flat? or that α 0 < E Jet > 1.4 GeV? ⇒ check behavior of α 0 < E Jet > for Wrong Charge or 2Jets 'fake' D * ? dependence frame? • The distributions look somewhat different from the ones from charm jets but 'agree' within the errors.
• Further studies and more statistics are needed to clarify these differences.
• At the moment they do not allow any conclusion concerning the Dead Cone Effect. • one observes a different behaviour between the two event samples due to large errors one can not conclude about a clear difference nγ-p frame p γ boost to frame
